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Electric Power System Basics for the Nonelectrical Professional (IEEE Press Series on Power Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A clear and easy-to-follow overview of power system technology for nonelectrical professionals

This book explains the essentials of interconnected electric power systems in very basic, practical terms, giving a comprehensible overview of the terminology, electrical concepts, design considerations, construction practices, operational...
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Protecting Your Wealth in Good Times and BadMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Time-Tested Techniques for Building and Protecting a Solid Financial Foundation

Markets go up. Markets go down. And somehow in that never-ending cycle, you have to invest and save wisely enough to keep your family safe from financial worry. Protect Your Wealth in Good Times or Bad outlines an easy to understand,...
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Investing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	During the financial crisis of 2008, things got scary. Large Wall Street firms were going under, stock prices were plummeting, and layoffs and unemployment rates were soaring. And, all this was happening in the midst of the 2008 presidential election. Talk of another Great Depression was in the air. In fact, polls showed a majority of...
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Raising Capital: Get The Money You Need To Grow Your BusinessAMACOM, 2005
Whether your business is just a gleam in your eye, a newly launched operation, or a full-fledged firm that's humming right along, you'll never experience real growth without a substantial infusion of cash. Long gone are the days when venture capital groups seemed to pour millions into every "next big thing." Now it's clear that there is...
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The Holy Grail of Network Storage ManagementPrentice Hall, 2003
The Holy Grail of Network Storage Management, by noted IT veteran and author Jon William Toigo, is a comprehensive, vendor-neutral guide to networked storage management. The book gives consumers straight information on the business value of current products and technologies, and describes how to make informed...
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Expert Trading Systems: Modeling Financial Markets with Kernel RegressionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	With the proliferation of computer programs to predict market direction, professional traders and sophisticated individual investors have increasingly turned to mathematical modeling to develop predictive systems. Kernel regression is a popular data modeling technique that can yield useful results fast.

	

	Provides data modeling...
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How to Write a Business PlanNolo, 2010

	Write a business plan that potential investors will embrace!

	

	If you're thinking of starting a business or raising money to expand an existing one, you need a plan. Running a successful business requires a great deal of forethought, so write a business plan and secure your venture's future. How to Write a Business Plan...
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209 Fast Spare-Time Ways to Build Zero Cash into 7 Figures a Year in Real EstateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
More fortunes are built in real estate on borrowed money than in any other business. And you can build your fortune in real estate using borrowed money too–if you follow the advice and tips in this book.
Whether you’re making your first foray into real estate investing or have invested for a number of years, 209 Fast Spare-Time Ways...
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Mathematics of the Securities IndustryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Includes every calculation needed for the Series 7 test!

The Essential How-To Guide for Calculating P/Es, YTMs, and Other Important Wall Street Numbers

For both professional stockbrokers and self-directed individual investors, the ability to understand and use ratios, calculations, and formulas...
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Soft Landing: Airline Industry Strategy, Service, and SafetyApress, 2011

	Soft Landing: Airline Industry Strategy, Service, and Safety covers the immediate past, present, and future of the airline industry and its effects on consumers and the economy. 


	Aviation receives a disproportionate amount of news coverage in the popular press—not to mention chatter at cocktail parties and...
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How To Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren BuffettMcGraw-Hill, 2001
How to Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren Buffett wraps a lifetime of investing wisdom into one highly accessible package. An intelligent guide to analyzing and valuing investment targets, it tells investors what questions to ask, what answers to expect, and how to approach any stock as a skeptical, common-sense business...
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The Little Book of Bulletproof Investing: Do's and Don'ts to Protect Your Financial Life (Little Books. Big Profits)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Investing do's and don'ts from some of the most recognizable voices in personal finance


	It's been a tough year for investors. Many have seen their retirement accounts dwindle dramatically and are looking for a safe way to protect what they have and make back some of what they've lost. That's why the bestselling...
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